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Self assembly and correlated properties of electrospun carbon nanofibers
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Abstract

An investigation of the influence of droplet size conditions and monomer choice on electrospun carbon nanofiber properties is presented.
Monomer choices included poly (ε-caprolactone) and poly (methyl methacrylate) with and without the addition of single walled carbon nanotubes.
A key property under investigation is the effect of electrospinning conditions on the resulting carbon nanofiber elasticity. Carbon nanofiber
elasticity investigations are performed using atomic force microscopy with force volume imaging and the Force Integration to Equal Limits
mapping method. A monomer choice of poly (ε-caprolactone) with a syringe bore radius of 406.4 microns is shown to produce electrospun carbon
nanofibers with acceptable morphologies for tissue scaffold applications.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Electrospun carbon nanofibers are hollow core carbon
structures produced by self-assembly within an evaporating
liquid jet. They are of great interest as biocompatible carbon-
based structures for tissue scaffold applications [1].

Electrospinning-based self-assembly is achieved by the
application of an electrostatic force between a charged droplet
containing polymer monomers in liquid suspension and a
collecting metal electrode [2–4]. A charged droplet of monomer
in liquid suspension is formed at a capillary tip, conveniently a
metal syringe tip of known bore radius. A 20–30 kV potential
difference is applied between the syringe tip and a metal
collecting plate held 10–20 cm apart. At a critical field, the
force due to the electric field overcomes the surface tension
forces holding the droplet, and the solution starts flowing
towards the collecting electrode in the form of a charged jet.
Initially, the charged droplet deforms into a cone, which then
separates into splayed charged jets due to mutual repulsion. As
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the liquid in each splayed jet evaporates, the jet diameter shrinks
rapidly, creating the conditions for self assembly of the
polymers into nanofibers. The diameters of the collected
electrospun carbon nanofibers may range from a few microns
to as low as 10 nm depending on the complicated interplay of
Coulomb forces. Electrospun carbon nanofibers used in tissue
scaffold applications typically have diameters on the order of
∼100 nm.

In this work, results of an investigation of monomer choice,
to control the initial droplet charge state, and syringe bore size,
to control the initial droplet radius/surface tension, are
presented. In Series 1, 15% weight of poly methyl methacrylate
suspended in tetrahydrofuran (THF)/dimethylformamide
(DMF) was electrospun using a 200 μm fixed bore radius,
without and with the addition of 6% single walled carbon
nanotubes produced by NASA-GSFC Cooled Welding Method
added to the suspension. In Series 2, 15% weight of poly (ε-
caprolactone) suspended in methylene chloride (MC)/dimethyl-
formamide (DMF) was electrospun using bore radii of 152.4,
254.0 and 406.4 μm. The tip to collector plate distance was held
constant at 10 cm. The voltage was held constant at 25 kV. A
key property under investigation in our group is the effect of
electrospinning conditions on resulting carbon nanofiber
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elasticity. Recent research indicates that the elasticity of the
tissue scaffold is an important property for successful entrained
cell re-growth. The Force Integration to Equal Limits (FIEL)
mapping method [5,6] was used to measure the relative
elasticity between the samples.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Experimental

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with a molecular
weight of 120,000 and poly (ε-caprolactone) with a number
average molecular weight (Mn) of 80,000 from Aldrich
Chemical were used in these experiments (Fig. 1a–b). Single
walled carbon nanotubes, 6% by weight, produced by NASA-
GSFC Cooled Welding Method were added to one batch of
PMMA experiments. The electrospinning set-up consisted of a
Sorensen 230-3/12P R&D high voltage DC power supply, with
a syringe and an 8×12″ aluminum collecting foil held 10 cm
apart. The experiments were horizontally configured, with the
syringe tilted about 30° to facilitate droplet formation (Fig. 1c).
Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) of gold
coated samples was used to assess the initial non-woven mat
topography and nanofiber diameter, and to confirm that
subsequent atomic force microscopy results were truly
representative. Field emission scanning electron microscopy
was performed using a Hitachi S-4700II Field Emission SEM
operated at 1.0 kV.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) with force volume imaging
[7] was performed using a Veeco Metrology Nanoscope IIIa
Scanning Probe Station, in contact mode with a nominal tip
radius of 25 nm, operated in ambient air. A silicon nitride tip
was used. The silicon nitride tip (hardness≈35 GPa) was
assumed to be much harder than any of the tissues scaffold
samples.

2.2. FIEL mapping method for relative elasticity

In force volume imaging, a single force curve records the
force felt by the tip as it approaches to and retracts from a point
on the sample surface. A force volume image consists of an array
Fig. 1. Polymer monomers (a) poly (methyl methacrylate), and (b) poly (ε-cap
of force curves over a user-specified area. Each force curve is
measured at a unique X–Y position within the area and force
curves from an array of X–Y points are combined into a three
dimensional array of force data.

The Force Integration to Equal Limits (FIEL) mapping
method can be used to produce a robust measurement of relative
elasticity between samples. In FIEL mapping, force curves (FC)
taken during force volume imaging are used to measure the
cantilever deflection (d) versus the sample position (Z). The FCs
are taken in Relative Trigger mode, in which the sample is
advanced until a preset cantilever deflection relative to the zero
deflection position is reached, as measured by the AFM optical
detection system A corresponding Force Distance (FD) curve is
defined by using an absolute distance (D=Z−d), which is the
separation between the tip and the sample surface, instead of
using sample position (Z). If the AFM tip is approximated as a
parabola with a spherical tip (Hertz model), then the force on the
AFM cantilever (F) can be calculated by

F ¼ 4E
ffiffiffi
R

p

3ð1� mÞ d
3=2 ð1Þ

where E is the elastic modulus of the sample, R is the radius of
the probe sphere, δ is the indentation and ν is the Poisson ratio.
The relationship between elasticity and FD curves derived from
FIEL mapping method is
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is the local elastic constant, and w is the work done by the
cantilever, which is equal to the area under the FD curve. The
area under the FD curve (w) can then be graphically calculated
and used to represent the elasticity feature of the tissue
scaffolding.
rolactone). (c) Experimental configuration of electrospinning experiment.



Fig. 2. (a) Field emission SEM of PMMA-based carbon nanofibers and (b) atomic force microscopy of PMMA-based carbon nanofibers with 6% weight of single
walled carbon nanotubes added. A 200-μm bore radius resulted in micron-scale diameter nanofibers.
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The FIEL mapping method may be used to define the relative
elasticity of the different samples as follows. Using the method
of Ref. [5], the FD curves must be acquired using the same tip/
cantilever. The tip should be much harder than the sample. The
elastic properties of the sample are assumed to dominate any
viscous properties and plasticity is not considered. Under these
conditions, the externally applied force of Eq. (1) may be
assumed to be the same and what changes is the elastic response
of the sample. Using Eqs. (1)–(3) and graphically evaluating the
relative work as the areas under two FD curves,

w1

w2
¼ k1

k2

� �2=3

ð4Þ

which directly relates the areas under two FD curves to the ratio
of their elastic constants. The relative sample elasticity is given
by the inverse power relationship of Eq. (3).
(a) (b)
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Fig. 3. Field emission SEM of poly (ε-caprolactone) carbon nanofibers spun at bore ra
increase in fiber diameter with a large decrease in bubble size was observed.
3. Results

The PMMA monomers with and without single walled
carbon nanotubes were electrospun under conditions of 200 μm
bore radius, 10 cm between the tip and the collector foil, and
25 kV electrostatic potential difference. The results are shown
in Fig. 2. Electrospinning of both resulted in micron-scale
diameter fibers. This is too large for tissue scaffold applications
and PMMAwas not investigated further. Anomalous beam and
tip deflections observed during the electron and atomic force
microscopy experiments indicated highly charged surface
states.

The poly (ε-caprolactone) monomers were electrospun under
conditions of 10 cm between the tip and the collector foil and
25 kV electrostatic potential difference. The bore radius was
varied through (a) 152.4, (b) 254.0, and (c) 406.4 μm. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.
(c)

2.0 2.0 µµmm2.0 2.0 µµmm

50.0 50.0 µµmm 50.0 50.0 µµmm

dii (a) 152.4, (b) 254.0, and (c) 406.4 μm. As the bore size was increased, a slight
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The nanofiber average diameter was ∼90–110 nm, increas-
ing slightly as the bore size was increased. Nuisance bubbles
were observed in addition to the nanofibers. The average
diameter of the nuisance bubbles deceased by∼50% as the bore
size was increased.

Atomic force microscopy with force volume imaging
followed by Force Integration to Equal Limits (FIEL) mapping
was used to measure the relative elasticity between the three
poly (ε-caprolactone) nanofiber samples and the metal foil. The
results of the FIEL elasticity mapping for the poly (ε-
caprolactone) samples are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. A 5 μm2

region of each sample (Fig. 4, left) was selected for analysis to
ensure that a statistically meaningful number of force curves
were taken on several nanofibers. As the AFM tip is vertically
indenting a cylindrical object, only data collected along the top
and center of each nanofiber matches the model. An erosion
operation [6,8] was performed along each nanofiber to restrict
the data set to these reliable points. The area under each force
distance curve was plotted as a map along each nanofiber. A
typical result for the topmost nanofibers is shown in Fig. 4
(middle). A histogram of the values shown in Fig. 4 (right)
indicated that there were differences in the value distributions
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Atomic force microscopy (left) and Force Integration to Equal Limits elasticity
bore radii (a) 152.4, (b) 254.0, and (c) 406.4 μm. Histograms (right) of the values s
among the samples. The values of the areas under the force
distance curves increased with increased bore radius. The result
shown in Fig. 5 is the mean value for data similarly analyzed
along several nanofibers. The mean value force distance curve
areas increased with increased bore radius as shown in the Fig. 5
insets. As the area (w) is in an inverse power relationship with
the elasticity E as shown in Eqs. (3) and (4), these results
indicate a decrease in sample elasticity (E) with increasing bore
radius.

4. Discussion and conclusion

A 15% weight of poly (ε-caprolactone) suspended in
methylene chloride (MC)/dimethylformamide (DMF) was
shown to produce electrospun carbon nanofibers with average
diameters ∼90–110 nm. The average nanofiber diameter was
observed to increase slightly as the bore size was increased.
There is a large body of research on control of electrospun
nanofiber diameter, which indicates that the monomer charge
density and polymer solution concentration have the greatest
influence, by varying the charge concentrations, and hence the
Coulomb forces [2–4]. For electrospun carbon nanofibers used
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Fig. 5. Mean value force distance curves from data analyzed along several nanofibers and the aluminum foil. The mean value force distance curve areas increased with
increasing bore radius (insets), indicating a decrease in nanofiber elasticity (E) with increasing bore radius.
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in tissue scaffold applications, diameters that mimic the structural
portion of the extracellular matrix (ECM) are desirable. The
ECM is composed of fibrillar collagen 50–300 nm in diameter.
Therefore, the Series 2 nanofibers had acceptable diameters for
potential tissues scaffold applications.

Recent research indicates that the elasticity of the tissue
scaffold is another important property for successful entrained
cell re-growth [9,10]. In this work, the FIEL mapping method
was used for the first time to relate variations in electrospinning
conditions to relative elasticities among candidate scaffolds.
The scaffolds with a known relative elasticity sequence will
now be tested for entrained cell growth for various types of
cells, and the results reported in a future publication. The AFM-
based FIEL mapping method [5] applied to reliable data points
[6] along individual∼100 nm diameter nanofibers is a powerful
technique to determine the relative elasticity sequence.

The mean value force distance curves for data analyzed
along several nanofibers indicated a decrease in relative
elasticity with increasing bore radius. This is a new result.
Increasing the bore radius increases the diameter and therefore
the surface tension of the initial spherical monomer-containing
droplet. The correlations between this and the applied field
conditions leading to the onset of cone deformation followed by
charged single jet production, and their influence on nanofiber
self-assembly conditions, are currently under investigation by
our group.
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